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7 Planets 
in seven movements

1. MARS, THE BRINGER OF WAR
Mars depicts the horrors of war with its brutal 5/4 
rhythm, calls-to-arms by the brass and chromatic 
dissonances. Eerily, World War I was declared on 4 
August 1914, shortly after the completion of Mars.

2. VENUS, THE BRINGER OF PEACE
Relaxed and unhurried, Venus contrasts against the 
previous movement with sweetness from the strings 
and a feeling that peace has been restored. 

3. MERCURY, THE WINGED MESSENGER
A kind of scherzo and trio, Mercury feels slightly 
unsettled for its movement between two keys (B flat 
and E) and two rhythms (3/4 and 6/8).

4. JUPITER, THE BRINGER OF JOLLITY
Giant planet Jupiter features three bold and 
vigorous tunes at the beginning, and a majestic 
and noble tune in its middle section. The melodic 
theme from this middle section was later adapted 
into a hymn by Holst to the text from Sir Cecil Spring-
Rice’s poem ‘I vow to thee, my country’, which 
quickly became a patriotic anthem in the bloody 
aftermath of World War I.

5. SATURN, THE BRINGER OF OLD AGE
Saturn was Holst’s own favourite movement. From 
gentle beginnings the music swells to noble peaks 
and evokes the dignified ascent of the elderly, 
as the arrival of the Angel of Death is signaled by 
ominously clanging bells. 

6. URANUS, THE MAGICIAN
Dance-like, playful and slightly chaotic in character, 
the ‘Magician’ guides audiences on a quirky 
journey through outer space. 

7. NEPTUNE, THE MYSTIC
In Neptune the orchestra is directed to play as softly 
as possible as the music swings upon two chords, 
E minor alternating with G sharp minor, and we are 
left with echoes of distant female voices courtesy of 
a backstage choir. 
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• dulcie holland •  
Festival Flourish

Festival Flourish is one of Dulcie Holland’s well-known 
symphonic works. The lively, boyant and colourful 
orchestral sounds that are conveyed throughout the 
piece, are distinctive of Holland’s compositional style.

Dulcie Holland’s musical style has been described as 
“less conservative and more appealing than many of her 
contemporaries” Her music is generally “melodic, optimistic 
and sunny”, and even her darker moods are “reflective and 
lyrical”. She employs “non-traditional key relationships and 
swiftly changing tonal centres”, and is “fond of the pentatonic 
scale with its built-in ambiguities, and the possibilities thus given 
to modulate to unexpected keys.Overall her music is said to 
convey a “sense of balance, of confidence, and of individuality”.

Throughout the course of her seventy-year career, Holland 
produced a considerable body of serious (as opposed to 
educational) music. Her work includes orchestral pieces 
(including a symphony), vocal and choral works, a large output of 
chamber music featuring different combinations of instruments, 
and many pieces for piano and other solo performance. She 
wrote in both the contemporary and neo-classical genres.

ABOUT THE PROGR AM
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• aaron copland •  
Appalachian Spring: Suite for full Orchestra

Aaron Copland was an American composer, conductor, 
pianist and writer. He played an important role in the 
development of American music in the twentieth century. 
He composed across a range of genres including ballet, 
opera and film, as well as his orchestral, solo instrumental and 
chamber works. The ballet Appalachian Spring was written 
for Martha Graham and was commissioned by Elizabeth 
Sprague Coolidge. The work was originally entitled Ballet 
for Martha and it was prior to the first performance that the 
name Appalachian Spring was applied. The ‘Spring’ in the 
title refers not to the season, but to a water feature, being 
a reference to a line from Hart Crane’s poem The Dance. 
The ballet was premiered in 1944 at the Library of Congress 
in Washington DC. The work received the New York Music 
Critics’ Circle Award and the Pulitzer Prize for Music in 1945. 
The original ballet was scored for a 13-member chamber 
orchestra. Copland was commissioned to rearrange the 
ballet as an orchestral suite. In 1972 he published a version 
of the suite with the scoring of the original ballet: flute, 
clarinet, bassoon, piano, double string quartet, and bass.

The second last movement is a set of five variations 
on a Shaker theme. The theme was taken from a 
collection of Shaker melodies and is called “Simple Gifts” 
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• gustav holst •  
The Planets

During the 1910’s, Holst was undoubtedly going through what 
could be termed a mid-life crisis. His first large-scale work failed 
to win at a composition competition, and his other large works 
of the time were premièred without great success. In 1913, 
Holst travelled to Spain with the astrologer Clifford Bax. Bax 
introduced Holst to the concepts of astrology (Holst became 
quite a devotee of the subject, often casting friends’ horoscopes 
for fun) and put forth the idea that Holst compose a series 
of ‘mood pictures’ based on the planets of the solar system. 
Each movement is intended to convey ideas and emotions 
associated with the influence of the planets on the psyche; 
indeed ‘The Planets’ is the most emotional of all of Holst’s works. 

While Holst was working on the first sketches of ‘The Planets’, both 
Arnold Schoenberg and Igor Stravinsky made trips to England, 
causing quite a stir as they conducted premières of their 
compositions ‘Five Orchestral Pieces’ and ‘The Rite of Spring’ 
respectively. Holst’s ‘The Planets’ displays some influence 
of these visiting contemporaries in its blatant dissonance 
and unconventional rhythm. To the English audience of 
the day, ‘The Planets’ had a unique, contemporary and 
riveting sound, and the suite became an instant success.

Did you know?
The Planets became such a success that Holst grew to resent it for overshadowing all of his subsequent works. His 
later music seemed to disappoint the public, and when asked for an autograph, a hostile Holst would hand out a 

typed sheet of paper that stated that he didn’t give out autographs. Holst’s bitterness after writing the piece also 
led him to swear off his belief in astrology.

Peter Moore has had a distinguished career 
as a professional bassoonist and conductor 
and was Associate Professor and Head of 
Wind Studies & Conducting at the University 
of Western Australia. He is regularly invited to 
conduct and direct musical programs around 
Australia. Peter is currently Musical Director 
and Conductor for the WA Youth Orchestra, a position he has held 
since 1988. In the year 2000, he was awarded an Order of Australia 
Medal (OAM) for his work in music education.
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ABOU T THE CONDUCTORS.......

Jen Winley completed a Bachelor of 
Music Performance in Percussion at 
WAAPA, graduating top of her class 
in 1999.For the next five years she 
worked as a freelance musician with 
the Melbourne Symphony, Orchestra 
Victoria,Academy of Melbourne, 
Adelaide Symphony, Tasmanian Symphony and WA Symphony 
Orchestra.In 2008, Jen completed her Education degree and 
has been working as a classroom music teacher, ensemble 
director and conductor at All Saints’ College..
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